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Abstract
Graphmatching is a fruitful area in terms of both algorithms and theories.Given twographsG1 = (V1, E1) andG2 = (V2, E2),
where V1 and V2 are the same or largely overlapped upon an unknown permutation π∗, graph matching is to seek the correct
mappingπ∗. In this paper,we exploit the degree information,whichwas previously used only in noiseless graphs and perfectly-
overlapping Erdős–Rényi random graphs matching. We are concerned with graph matching of partially-overlapping graphs
and stochastic blockmodels, which aremore useful in tackling real-life problems.We propose the edge exploited degree profile
graph matching method and two refined variations. We conduct a thorough analysis of our proposed methods’ performances
in a range of challenging scenarios, including coauthorship data set and a zebrafish neuron activity data set. Our methods are
proved to be numerically superior than the state-of-the-art methods. The algorithms are implemented in the R (A language
and environment for statistical computing, R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, 2020) package GMPro (GMPro:
graph matching with degree profiles, 2020).

Keywords Graph matching · Degree profile · Partially-overlapping graphs correlated Bernoulli networks · Stochastic block
models

1 Introduction

Graph matching has been an active area of research for
decades. The research on graph matching can be traced back
to at least 1970s (e.g. Ullmann 1976), and interpreted as
“graph matching”, “network alignment” and “graph isomor-
phism”. In this paper, we do not distinguish these terms,
nor the terms “graph” and “networks”, or “nodes” and “ver-
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tices”. Mathematically, the graph matching problem can be
loosely stated as follows. Given two graphs G1 = (V1, E1)

and G2 = (V2, E2), it is assumed that V1 and V2 are the
same or largely overlapped upon an unknown permutation
π∗. Graph matching seeks the mapping π∗ between the
vertex sets V1 and V2. A correct matching would help to
augment the connectivity information between the vertices,
and hence improve the graph analysis. In recent years, due to
the advancements in collecting, storing and processing large
volume of data, graph matching is going through a renais-
sance, with a surge of work on graph matching in different
application areas. For instance, Narayanan and Shmatikov
(2009) targeted at acquiring information from an anonymous
graph of Twitter with the graph of Flickr as the auxil-
iary information; Kazemi et al. (2016) seek the alignment
of protein-protein interaction networks in order to uncover
the relationships between different species; Haghighi et al.
(2005) constructed graphs based on texts relationship and
developed a system for deciding whether a given sentence
can be inferred from text by matching graphs.

Graph matching is an extremely fruitful research area. In
the following, we review the existing literature from three
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different aspects, based on which, we characterize our main
interest of this paper.

In terms of methodology, broadly speaking, the graph
matching algorithms can be categorized into two schools:
exact matching and inexact matching. The exact graph
matching, requiring a strict correspondence between two
graphs andwith graph isomorphism as a special case, focuses
on deterministic graphs. It seeks a perfect matching, which
is NP-hard in most cases, with exceptions in some special
graph structures, for instance planar graphs (see e.g. Epp-
stein 2002). When we move from deterministic graphs to
random graphs, it is challenging and not natural to seek a
perfect matching. The inexact matching approaches, which
allow for the two graphs to be different, are considered in
this case. Existing methods designed for inexact matching
include tree search types of methods (see e.g. Sanfeliu and
Fu 1983), continuous optimization types of methods (see e.g.
Liu et al. 2012) and spectral-based convex relaxation types
of methods. Due to the demand of computational feasibil-
ity when dealing with large-scale datasets, the spectral-based
methods have been, arguably, the most popular type of meth-
ods. To be more specific, spectral-based methods include
spectral matching (see e.g. Leordeanu and Hebert 2005),
semidefinite-programming approaches (see e.g. Schellewald
and Schnörr 2005) and doubly-stochastic relaxation meth-
ods (see e.g. Gold and Rangarajan 1996). For comprehensive
reviews, we refer to Conte et al. (2004), Foggia et al. (2014)
and Yan et al. (2016).

In terms of the underlying models, despite the large
amount of algorithms proposed over the years, themajority of
the efforts are on the Erdős–Rényi random graphs (Erdös and
Rényi 1959), which are fundamental but unrealistic. Beyond
the Erdős–Rényi random graphs, Patsolic et al. (2017) stud-
ied the graph matching in a random dot product graph (see
e.g.Young andScheinerman2007) framework. Li andCamp-
bell (2016) is concerned with the community matching in a
multi-layer graph, the matching resolution thereof is at the
community level, but not at the individual level. The study in
this area usually is complicated by the misclustered vertices.

In terms of the proportion of overlapping vertices in
two graphs. Some of the existing works consider the sit-
uations where the two graphs have identical vertex sets,
while some consider the situations where the difference
between two vertex sets is nonempty. In the sequel, we will
refer to these two situations as perfectly-overlapping and
partially-overlapping.Work on the latter includes the follow-
ing: Pedarsani and Grossglauser (2011) studied the privacy
of anonyized networks; Kazemi et al. (2015) defined a cost
function for structural mismatch under a particular align-
ment and established a threshold for perfect matchability;
and Patsolic et al. (2017) provided a vector of probabilities
of possible matchings.

We now specify the problem we are concerned about in
this paper. (1) We intend to exploit the degree information
and extend the degree profile method, which shares connec-
tionwith the doubly stochastic relaxationmethods andwhich
has been previously studied in Czajka and Pandurangan
(2008) and Mossel and Ross (2017) for deterministic graphs
and in Ding et al. (2018) for perfectly-overlapping Erdős–
Rényi random graphs. (2) We consider network models with
community structures, including stochastic block models,
which are arguably the most popular network models for
both theoretical and practical studies. (3)We tackle partially-
overlapping graphs, e.g. the two graphs to be matched do not
have identical vertex sets.

1.1 Coauthorship data set: a teaser

Before we formally state the problem framework and our
proposed methods, we present some real data analysis based
on the coauthorship data set generated from the coauthor
relationship between authors who published papers in the
Annals of Statistics (AoS), Biometrika, the Journal of Amer-
ican StatisticianAssociation (JASA) and the Journal ofRoyal
Statistical Society, Series B (JRSSB). It is originally stud-
ied in Ji and Jin (2016). The details of the methods will be
explained in Sect. 2. More details of data processing and
more analysis based on this data set are deferred to Sect. 4.1.

We create two coauthorship networks. The first one com-
bines the authors and their coauthorship within AoS and
Biometrika, and the second one is based on JRSSB and
Biometrika. These two resulting networks are obviously
overlapped, due to the common inclusion of Biometrika, but
also differ, due to the inclusions of the AoS and JRSSB,
respectively. We choose this triplet since among these four
journals, AoS and JRSSB tend to have longer papers, while
Biometrika has a specific taste of the writing style.

After some data pre-processing, these two networks are
of sizes 474 and 518, where 401 nodes appear in both
networks. There are 763 and 834 edges in these two net-
works, respectively. Note that, the resulting two networks
are partially-overlapping, in the sense that

– the sets of nodes are largely overlapping but not identical,
and

– even if two nodes are present in both networks, they may
be connected in one network but not the other.

We apply one of our proposed methods, namely EE-post,
compared with the state-of-the-art method, namely degree
profile graph matching (DP) (Ding et al. 2018). DP matches
359 nodes and 96 among them are correctly matched. Our
newly proposed EE-post method matches 467 nodes and 186
among them are correctly matched. The number of correct
matchings double.We further calculate the recovery rates for
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the two methods:

Recovery rate = number of correctly matched nodes

number of all nodes appear in both networks
.

Our proposed EE-post almost doubles the recovery rate of
DP – the recovery rates of EE-post and DP are 46.4% and
23.9%, respectively.

1.2 List of contributions

Our contribution is listed below.

– We formally describe a partially-overlapping correlated
Bernoulli networks model in Definition 1. Further, we
explore the degree profile graph matching method for the
newly defined partially-overlapping Erdős–Rényi ran-
dom graphs and also the stochastic block random graphs.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to
exploit the degree profile-typemethod in stochastic block
model graph matching problems.

– We propose the edge exploited (EE) degree profile graph
matching method. In addition, we propose refined EE
algorithms, includingpre-processing andpost-processing
steps. These proposed methods are demonstrated to out-
perform the state-of-the-art methods when the graphs are
partially overlapping.

– The degree profile core of our methods enable us to con-
duct graph matching for graphs with sparse connections,
where the spectral-based methods usually fail.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2,
we present our proposedmethods.We kick off by reviewing a
state-of-the-art degree profile method, extend it to handle the
partially-overlapping scenarios, and finally tackle stochas-
tic block model graph matching. Our proposed methods are
supported by extensive numerical evidence on both simu-
lated and real datasets in Sects. 3–4. The paper is concluded
by discussions in Sect. 5.

2 Methodology

In this section, we first introduce the motivating model in
Sect. 2.1, and review the degree profile graph matching
method in Sect. 2.2. The main algorithm is proposed in
Sect. 2.3, with its refinements in Sect. 2.4. We then move on
to the stochastic block models graph matching in Sect. 2.5
and conclude the section with a summary in Sect. 2.6.

Eight algorithms are presented in this section. As a read-
ing guide, we show their relationship in Fig. 1. Algorithms 1,
2 and 6 are existing methods in the literature. Our main
proposals are Algorithm 3, which has two refinements in

Fig. 1 A summary of algorithms in Sect. 2. The arrows in the figures
mean the head is used in the tail

Algorithms 4 and 5. As for the stochastic block models, we
propose two methods Algorithm 7 and 8. The arrows in the
figures mean the head is used in the tail.

Algorithm 1 Constructing distance matrix W (A, B)

INPUT: A ∈ {0, 1}nA×nA , B ∈ {0, 1}nB×nB

for i = 1, . . . , nA do
μi ← DP(A, i)

end for
for i = 1, . . . , nB do

νi ← DP(B, i)
end for
for i = 1, . . . , nA do

for j = 1, . . . , nB do
Wi j ← W1(μi , ν j )

end for
end for

OUTPUT: W

Algorithm 2 Degree profile graph matching
INPUT: A ∈ {0, 1}nA×nA , B ∈ {0, 1}nB×nB

W ← W (A, B)

Z ← 0nA×nB , which is an all zero matrix
for i = 1, . . . , nA do

k ← argminnBj=1Wi j
Zik ← 1

end for
π̂ ← MaxBipartiteMatching(Z)

OUTPUT: π̂

2.1 Motivatingmodels: correlated Bernoulli
networks

Generally, it is assumed the two graphs to match are gen-
erated from the same underlying parent graph, and the
difference between two graphs are due to a permutation and
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Algorithm 3 Edge exploited degree profile graph matching.
EE(A, B, d)

INPUT: A ∈ {0, 1}nA×nA , B ∈ {0, 1}nB×nB , a positive integer d ≥ 1
W ← W (A, B) � Algorithm 1
Z ← 0nA×nB , which is an all zero matrix
for i = 1, . . . , nA do

{(i, ik)}dk=1 ← the indices of the d smallest entries in the i th row
of W

(Ziik , k = 1, . . . , d)� ← (1, . . . , 1)� ∈ R
d

end for
OUTPUT: Z

possible information loss, such as missing edges or vertices.
In this paper, we only consider simple graphs, i.e. undirected
graphs without self-loops or multiple edges. We use adja-
cency matrices to characterize graphs, i.e. Ai j = 1 if and
only if the nodes i and j in graph A are connected by an
edge, zero otherwise. In this section, we set up a motivating
model for the parent graph and specify the parameters for the
missing part.

Definition 1 (Partially-overlapping correlatedBernoulli net-
works) Let G be the adjacency matrix of a given graph and
s, ρ ∈ [0, 1] be the overlapping and correlation parame-
ters, respectively. Construct a matrix A′ by independently
keeping or removing each row (and the corresponding col-
umn) in G with probability s and 1 − s. Further, construct

A by A ji = Ai j = A′
i j Xi j where Xi j

i .i .d.∼ Bernoulli(ρ),
i < j . The graph with adjacency matrix A is called a child
graph of G. Relabel the vertices of G according to a latent
permutation π∗ and then repeat the sampling process inde-
pendently to obtain another child graph B. A and B are
partially-overlapping correlated Bernoulli networks.

We list a few cases to better understandDefinition 1.When
s = ρ = 1, A and B are exactly the same up to a permutation
π∗ (isomorphic graphs, e.g. Scheinerman and Ullman 2011).
If we fix s = 1 only, then both A and B have all n vertices.

Compared to the perfectly-overlapping correlated Erdős–
Rényi random graphs, Definition 1 characterizes a general
model, but inherits the key features that (i) A and B have
identical marginal distributions, and (ii) the corresponding
entries of A and B are correlated with correlation ρ. In prac-
tice, the underlyingG is usually unknown, but A and B can be
obtained from different studies. For instance, one may obtain
a fully-known Amazon users network and an anonymized
eBay users network, while the underlying true network is
unknown. Due to the anonymity, it is only reasonable to
assume the users are largely overlapping in these two net-
works, but not perfectly.

The goal of this paper is to match the vertices between A
and B. Since exact matching between A and B may not exist,
we seek bestmatching between largest overlapped subgraphs
of A and B. Mathematically, for networks A and B with

nA and nB vertices, respectively, we seek a permutation π̂

defined as

π̂ ∈ argmaxΠm max
1≤m≤min{nA,nB } max

SA:|SA|=m,SA⊂[nA]
max

SB :|SB |=m,SB⊂[nB ]〈ASA ,ΠBSBΠ�〉,

where Πm ranges over all m × m permutation matrices and
〈·, ·〉 denotes the matrix inner product.

2.2 A review on degree profile graphmatching

The degree profile method was pioneered in Czajka and
Pandurangan (2008) and Mossel and Ross (2017) on graph
matching of two identical graphs generated from Erdős–
Rényi random graph models. This method is further studied
in Ding et al. (2018) and is extended to correlated Erdős–
Rényi random graphs. The key of the degree profile graph
matching is to assign each vertex an empirical distribution of
its neighbours’ degrees, and match vertices by measuring the
distance between each pair of the empirical distributions. In
this section, we first detail the definition of degree profile and
then explain the simplest form of the degree profile method
in Algorithm 2.

Definition 2 (Degree profile) Let A ∈ R
n×n be an adja-

cency matrix. For any i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, let ai = ∑n
j=1 Ai j

and NA(i) = { j : Ai j = 1} be the degree and the neigh-

bourhood of i , respectively. Further denote a(i)
k as the degree

of i’s neighbour k, that is a(i)
k = ∑n

l=1 Alk . Let μi (x) =
a−1
i

∑

k∈NA(i) 1{a(i)
k ≤ x}, x ∈ R, be the empirical cumula-

tive distribution functions of the set {a(i)
k , k ∈ NA(i)}. The

degree profile of vertex i in A is defined to be μi (·) and
denoted as DP(A, i).

The degree profile defined in Definition 2 is the second
term of the iterated degree sequence. A necessary and suffi-
cient condition for fractional isomorphism is that two graphs
have identical iterated degree sequences. See Scheinerman
and Ullman (2011) for more details.

In Ding et al. (2018), a similar definition is studied for the
perfectly-overlappingErdős–Rényi randomgraphs. In detail,
the degree profile in Ding et al. (2018) is a normalized empir-
ical distribution of neighbours’ degrees, excluding edges
between neighbours when counting degrees and standard-
izing the degrees such that they are mean zero and variance
one random variables. This normalization is for theoretical
simplicity when dealing with the behaviours of the empirical
distributions.

With the degree profiles for all vertices in A and B, our
next step is to introduce a distance (or similarity) metric
between each pair (i, j), i ∈ A and j ∈ B and construct
an nA × nB distance matrix W (or similarity matrix), where
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Wi j denotes the distance (or similarity) between the degree
profiles of i and j . Intuitively, if i ∈ A and j ∈ B is a true pair,
that is to say π∗(i) = j , then the distance Wi j is small (or
the similarityWi j is large), otherwise large (small). For each
i ∈ A, hence, we seek the mapping π̂(i) = argmin j∈BWi j

(or π̂(i) = argmax j∈BWi j ). We remark that, as for the
model described in Definition 1, the computational complex-
ity of Algorithm 1 is of order O(n3ρ + n2) (see Remark 3 in
Ding et al. 2018).

The mapping π̂ may not be a permutation, since multi-
ple vertices in A might be mapped to the same vertex j in B.
Hence, the final graphmatching is output by applying a max-
imal bipartite matching algorithm to this mapping π̂ . Every
vertex in B is matched to at most one vertex in A and there is
no guarantee that all the vertices in A are matched to vertices
in B. It is ensured that there exists no other bipartitematching
which can match more vertices. In this paper, this is done by
R (R Core Team 2020) package igraph (Csardi and Nepusz
2006), which uses the push-relabel algorithm introduced in
Cherkassky et al. (1998).

With the analysis, we detail the, arguably, simplest degree
profile algorithm, which involves a subroutine of calculating
the distancematrix inAlgorithm1 and implements the degree
profile graph matching in Algorithm 2.

In Algorithm 1, the distance used thereof is W1, the 1-
Wasserstein distance (e.g. Villani 2009). In fact, any distance
or similarity measure can be used here. We choose W1 to
demonstrate numerical results and it will be used throughout
this paper. In Sect. 2.4, in the refined algorithms that Algo-
rithms 4 and 5, the similarity measure is introduced in the
pre-processing or post-processing step, which delivers satis-
factory results.

Algorithm 2 is similar to Algorithm 1 proposed in Ding
et al. (2018). A difference is that Algorithm 2 seeks the pair
with minimal distance for each vertex, but Ding et al. (2018)
consider n pairs with smallest distances among all nA × nB

pairs. The two approaches deliver the same result if two net-
works are perfectly overlapping, yet Algorithm 2 can also
provide possiblematchings for verticeswithout counterparts.
More discussions on this are available later.

The theoretical properties of degree profile graph match-
ing have been extensively studied in Ding et al. (2018).
The main advantage of degree profile graph matching over
competitors is the ability to conduct polynomial-time graph
matching in a sparse regime,where the spectral-typemethods
would fail. The main challenges in deriving the theoretical
properties of the output of Algorithm 2 is to carefully control
the fact that the degree profiles are linear combinations of
correlated random variables, and this is out of the scope of
this paper.

2.3 Main proposal: edge exploitedmethods for
partially-overlapping graphs

The state-of-the-art methodology on the degree profile graph
matchingmethodwas restricted to the caseswhere a bijection
exists between the vertex sets of two graphs. This, however, is
by no means realistic in more real-life problem. It is, there-
fore, of great interest to extend Algorithm 2 to handle the
partially-overlapping networks. In Sect. 2.2, we added the
maximumbipartitematching step to allow the bijection exists
on only two subsets of the vertex sets. In this section, we
explore further to allow information even when the bijection
does not exist.

There are two differences between Algorithms 2 and 3.
First, inAlgorithm3,we introduce an additional parameter d,
which is in fact taken to be 1 in Algorithm 2. In Algorithm 3,
the matrix Z is an adjacency matrix of a bipartite graph,
where each vertex in A is connected to one and only one
vertex in B. In the edge exploited version Algorithm 3, we
allow for d edges for each vertex in A. A demonstration is
depicted in Algorithm 3 with d = 3. Instead of matching
each vertex in A to an individual vertex in B, we match
A to a hypergraph built upon B with hyper-edges of size
at most d = 3. Second, the final output of Algorithm 2 is
from a maximum bipartite graph matching algorithm, and
it does not allow for matching one vertex to a collection of
vertices. To overcome this, we omit the maximum bipartite
graph matching step in Algorithm 3 and output the matching
matrix Z directly (Fig. 2).

To seewhy it is necessary to considermatching anodewith
more than one nodes, we match two partially-overlapping
graphs A and B from Definition 1, with Θi j = 0.1, 1 ≤ i �=
j ≤ n, n = 300 and (s, ρ) = (0.9, 1). Ideally, for each vertex
i in A, its true match π∗(i) in B should be closest to i , in
terms of the W1 distance. In practice, this is not always true,
even though the correlation parameter ρ = 1. In Fig. 3, we
plot the ranks of π∗(i), for all i , among all their competitors.
The left panel includes all the vertices, and the right panel is
a zoomed-in version of the top 50 of the left panel. As we can
see, the true ones do not always possess the smallest distance

Fig. 2 A cartoon of the edge exploited matching
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to their matches, but are among the smallest ones most of the
cases.

With the introduction of the parameter d, in terms of
correctly matched pairs, Algorithm 3 of course improves
substantially over Algorithm 2, which we will elaborate in
Sect. 3. The rationale behind this is that in reality, adopt-
ing Algorithm 3 will nail down the matching to a small size
of candidates. If the requirements on accuracy are not to
the individual level, then instead of matching each vertex
to at most one vertex, one would pay the price of increas-
ing the matching size in order to find the correct matching.
This is common in advertizing, for instance. This also shares
similarity with Fishkind et al. (2012), where the output is a
probability distribution attached to each vertex representing
the probability of potential matches. The output of Algo-
rithm 3 can be regarded as a uniform distribution over d
potential matches. In fact, within the top d matches, the
entries in the matrix W can also be used as a ranking among
these matches.

2.4 Refinement

The key component of the degree profile graph matching
algorithms in Bernoulli networks is discussed in Algo-
rithms 2 and 3. In practice, Algorithm 2 suffers from the
small matching size and unsatisfactory recovery rate, and the
Algorithm 3 can only provide a matching set for each ver-
tex. It is of question whether any additional steps can help to
refine the matching result. In this subsection, we discuss two
refinement algorithms, focusing on preprocessing and post
processing, respectively.

2.4.1 Preprocessing

In practice, the high degree vertices have many neighbours
and enjoy ample information for a successful matching. A
natural idea is to first find such high degree vertices and
their counterparts in the other graph, and then extend the
matchings of high degree vertices only to matchings of all.
This can be done by finding vertices with degrees larger than
a pre-specified threshold.

Based on this idea, we propose the seeded edge exploited
graph matching algorithm in Algorithm 4. We first estab-
lish a collection of matches π0 for the high degree vertices
(degrees are at least τ1), the distances of which are the small-
est among the pairs in consideration (distances are at most
τ2). The set of these vertices is called the seeds set, S. Next,
we calculate the similarity between i ∈ A and j ∈ B using
Wi j = ∑

k∈S Aik B jπ0(k), the number of common neigh-
bours between i and j basedonπ0.We then turn the similarity
matrix W to a bipartite adjacency matrix using the threshold
τ3. With the maximum bipartite matching, we find a one-
to-one correspondence between A and B as π1, so that the

number of common neighbours is maximized. Finally, we
calculate the similarity again based onπ1, and find thematch-
ing set for each vertex as the vertex set with largest similarity.
Details can be found in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4 Edge exploited degree profile graph matching
with preprocessing
INPUT: A ∈ {0, 1}nA×nA , B ∈ {0, 1}nB×nB , τ1, τ2, τ3 > 0, a positive
integer d ≥ 1,
for i = 1, . . . , nA do

ai ← ∑nA
j=1 Ai j

end for
for i = 1, . . . , nB do

bi ← ∑nB
j=1 Bi j

end for
W ← W (A, B) � Algorithm 1
S = {(i, π0(i))} ← {(i, k) : ai ≥ τ1, bk ≥ τ1,Wik ≤ τ2}
T1, T2 ← the collection of first and second coordinates of the mem-
bers in S
for i ∈ {1, . . . , nA} \ T1 do

for k ∈ {1, . . . , nB} \ T2 do
Uik ← 1

{∑

l∈T1 Ail Bkπ0(l) ≥ τ3
}

end for
end for
π1 ← MaxBipartiteMatching(U )

π ← π0 ∪ π1
for i = 1, . . . , nA do

for j = 1, . . . , nB do
Wi j ← ∑

{(k,π(k))} Aik B jπ(k)
end for

end for
Z ← 0nA×nB , which is an all zero matrix
for i = 1, . . . , nA do

{(i, ik)}dk=1 ← the indices of the d smallest entries in the i th row
of W

(Ziik , k = 1, . . . , d) ← 1d
end for

OUTPUT: Z

In Algorithm 4, there are three thresholds to find a proper
original matching. In practice, we conduct grid search to
determine {τ1, τ2, τ3}. For the two graphs, we calculate
the degrees of all vertices and select 7 candidates for τ1,
which correspond to the i-th quantile of vertices’ degrees,
i ∈ {0.5, 0.55, 0.6, 0.65, 0.7, 0.75, 0.8}. Possible τ2 is cho-
sen from the j-th, j ∈ {0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.45, 0.5},
quantile of the minimum distance between vertices in two
graphs. The best combination of τ1 and τ2 is supposed to
give the largest collection of seeds. Having obtained seeds,
the number of common neighbours are calculated between
all pairs of vertices and denoted as Uik . The parameter τ3 is
defined as the n−1

n -th quantile of Uik , which guarantees that
the number of nonzero elements in U is approximately n. If
all possible combinations provided empty seed sets, Algo-
rithm 3 is summoned instead.

The concept of seeded graph matching is used in other
ways in the literature. For instance, in Lyzinski et al. (2014)
and Lyzinski et al. (2015), the seeds mean the information
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Fig. 3 Motivation for the EE algorithm. The x-axis is for the rank and y-axis is for the frequency. The left panel is the histogram of the ranks the
distance between true pairs among all pairs. The right panel is a zoomed-in version of the top 50 ranks in the left panel

of some known vertices correspondence and seeded graph
matching utilizes these known partial matching and includes
them as constraints in the optimization. In Ding et al. (2018),
the seeded degree profile graph matching starts with no
known partial matchings and aims to refine Algorithm 1 in
relatively dense graphs. We would like to emphasize that this
relatively dense regime studied there is even too sparse for
spectral-based graph matching methods to perform well.

Algorithm 4 can be regarded as an edge exploited version
of Algorithms 2 and 3 in Ding et al. (2018). As we have
mentioned, the main task of this paper is to move beyond the
perfectly-overlapping Erdős–Rényi random graphs, there-
fore, in Algorithm 4, we adopt an edge exploited version. To
motivate the preprocessing step, we alter the settings in Fig. 3
slightly, by increasing the overlapping parameter s from 0.9
to 0.99, which results in an easier problem. In Fig. 4, we
again exhibit the true ranks. Different from Fig. 3, we can
see that in this easier setting, almost all the true matchings
are the ones with smallest distances. A preprocessing step
will return a set of true matching.

Fig. 4 Histogram of the ranks of true pairs. Most true pairs have the
smallest distance that will be chosen as the seeds

2.4.2 Post processing

The way to produce a seeds set in Algorithm 4 sheds light
on the post-processing step. With any preliminary graph
matching result πt (this can be from either Algorithm 2 or
Algorithm 3), we can define the similarity between i ∈ A
and j ∈ B as

Wi j =
∑

k∈A

∑

l∈π0(k)

Aik B jl , (1)

which is the number of common neighbours between i and j
according to thematchingπ0. Based on the similaritymatrix,
we usemaximumbipartitematching tomaximize the number
of common neighbours for the matched vertices and provide
a bijection as the final result.

Now we rewrite the matching πt as Πt , where Πt is an
nA × nB permutation matrix with (Πt )i j = 1 if j ∈ πt (i)
and 0 otherwise. Given Πt , The post processing step is to
seek a refinement Πt+1 satisfying

Πt+1 ∈ argmax
ΠnA×nB is a permutation matrix

〈Π, AΠt B〉. (2)

The intuition is to refine the result iteratively by optimiz-
ing this linear assignment problem. Details are collected in
Algorithm 5.

In addition to the graph matching output Π0, we also out-
put a convergence indicator vector FLAG. In practice, we
have observed that the true matches usually reach the con-
vergence and stay the same after a few iterations, while the
false matches may keep changing in the iterations. Instead of
giving a guidance on the choice of nrep, we report the con-
vergence indicators for each matching as a reference for the
certainty about the matching. Default value for τ is nrep/10,
whichmeans for the final 10% iterations, the matchings stay-
ing the same are regarded as “converged”.

A special case is when ρ = 0, i.e. the two graphs are
uncorrelated. In this case, by definition, no node actually has
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Algorithm 5 Edge exploited degree profile graph matching
with post processing.
INPUT: A ∈ {0, 1}nA×nA , B ∈ {0, 1}nB×nB , τ > 0, positive integers
d, nrep ≥ 1.
Π0 ← EE(A, B, d)

FLAG0 ← 0nA

for t = 1, . . . , nrep do
Π ← argmaxΠ∈Sn 〈Π, AΠ0B〉
FLAG ← FLAG0 · (1{Π(i) = Π

(i)
0 }, i = 1, . . . , nA)� +

(1{Π(i) = Π
(i)
0 }, i = 1, . . . , nA)�

Π0 ← Π ; FLAG0 ← FLAG
end for
FLAG = (1{FLAG(i) > τ }, i = 1, . . . , nA)�

OUTPUT: {Π0, FLAG}.

Algorithm 6 Spectral clustering on ratios-of-eigenvectors
SCORE(A, K )

INPUT: a symmetric matrix A ∈ {0, 1}n×n , a positive integer K ≥ 2
{v1, . . . , vK } ← unit-length eigenvectors of A corresponding to the
K leading singular values
{u2, . . . , uK } ← {v2/v1, . . . , vK /v1} � ·/· represents the entrywise
division.
{V1, . . . , VK } ← k-means clustering based on the rows of
(v1, u2, . . . , uK )

OUTPUT: {V1, . . . , VK }

a counterpart in the other graph and we should not expect a
graph matching. It is shown through numerical experiment
that in this case, FLAG returns an all-zero vector as expected.

Starting with Algorithm 3 where a set of possible match-
ings are provided for one vertex, Algorithm 5 gives a one-
to-one mapping as the final result with the post-processing
step. It is shown to be numerically superior in more chal-
lenging setting and provides more information to improve
the matching accuracy.

We remark that the matrix W defined in (1) and the itera-
tive optimization procedure in (2) share similarities with the
seeded graphmatching algorithm in Lyzinski et al. (2014), in
the sense that the preliminary matching result πt can be seen
as the seeds used inLyzinski et al. (2014) and theoptimization
procedure (2) has the same formulation as the procedure dis-
cussed in Sect. 2.3 in Lyzinski et al. (2014). In Lyzinski et al.
(2014), given a set of known matches, an extension of the
Frank–Wolfe methodology (e.g. Jaggi 2013) was adopted to
facilitate the algorithm and the seeded graph matching algo-
rithm is shown to performwell given a set of knownmatches.

2.5 Graphmatching in community-structured
networks

Sincemost of the theoretically-justified graphmatching algo-
rithms are designed for perfectly-overlapping Erdős–Rényi
random graphs, including the degree profile graph match-
ing, a natural question when we move beyond is whether
to conduct graph matching directly on, say stochastic block

models, or to conduct community detection first then match
the graphs.

Before we investigate this problem, we first state the
community detection algorithm we adopt in this paper. The
spectral clustering on ratios-of-eigenvectors was proposed in
Jin (2015) and detailed below for completeness.

In Sect. 3.2, we conduct a systematic investigation on the
following two approaches:

(1) first applying Algorithm 6, then applying a graph match-
ing algorithm within communities;

(2) directly applying a graph matching algorithm.

There are various different community detectionmethods,
even within the category of spectral-based methods. As for
the methods we have applied, there is no obvious differences
between those based onAlgorithm6 and those based on other
spectral clustering methods.

Algorithm7Degree profile graphmatchingwith community
detection
INPUT: A ∈ {0, 1}n×n , B ∈ {0, 1}n×n , positive integers d, nrep ≥ 1,
K ≥ 2
({V A

k }Kk=1, {V B
k }Kk=1) ← (SCORE(A, K ),SCORE(B, K ))

for μ ∈ SK do
for k = 1, . . . , K do

πk ← a graph matching result by matching V A
k and V B

μ(k)
end for
πμ ← ∪K

k=1πk
end for

OUTPUT: {Πμ,μ ∈ SK }

As for the first approach, we further detail two algo-
rithms listed in Algorithms 7 and 8. In Algorithm 7, we first
apply Algorithm 6 and then use a certain graph matching
method to match different communities. Note that SK is the
collection of all possible permutations on {1, . . . , K }. We
write Algorithm 7 in a generic and, in fact, incomplete way.
The output of Algorithm 7 has K ! many matching results.
Algorithm 8 can be regarded a post processing version of
Algorithm 7 using the post processingmethod we introduced
in Algorithm 5. The quantity Eval in Algorithm 8 is short for
evaluation, which is algorithm-specific. For instance, if the
graph matching algorithm used thereof is chosen to be Algo-
rithm 2 or Algorithm 5, then Eval can be taken as the number
of matched vertices or the number of converged vertices,
respectively.

We now come back to investigate the choice between
approaches (1) and (2). In terms of the violations of the theo-
retical guarantees provided inDing et al. (2018), we first state
the rationale behind the approach (1). Since Algorithm 2 is
only theoretically justified on correlated Erdős–Rényi ran-
dom graphs, it might be helpful to conduct community
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Algorithm 8 Edge exploited degree profile graph matching
with community detection
INPUT: A ∈ {0, 1}n×n , B ∈ {0, 1}n×n , positive integers d, nrep ≥ 1,
K ≥ 2
({V A

k }Kk=1, {V B
k }Kk=1) ← (SCORE(A, K ),SCORE(B, K ))

for μ ∈ SK do
for k = 1, . . . , K do

πk ← a graph matching result by matching V A
k and V B

μ(k)
Evalk ← the corresponding evaluation of πk

end for
πμ ← ∪K

k=1πk ; Evalμ ← ∑K
k=1 Evalk

end for
π = πargmaxμ∈SK Evalμ

Π0 ∈ R
nA×nB ← the matching matrix induced by π

FLAG0 ← 0nA

for t = 1, . . . , nrep do
Π ← argmaxΠ∈Sn 〈Π, AΠ0B〉
FLAG ← FLAG0 · (1{Π(i) = Π

(i)
0 }, i = 1, . . . , nA)� +

(1{Π(i) = Π
(i)
0 }, i = 1, . . . , nA)�

Π0 ← Π ; FLAG0 ← FLAG
end for
FLAG = (1{FLAG(i) > τ }, i = 1, . . . , nA)�

OUTPUT: {Π , FLAG}

detection first to reduce a stochastic block model graph
matching problem to a patially-overlapping Erdős–Rényi
one. In fact, we cannot guarantee that with probability tend-
ing to 1, there is nomisclusteredvertex.Thismeans even ifwe
are in a regime where the community detection is strongly
consistent, the resulting community may still contain mis-
clustered vertices. The matching conducted in the approach
(1) is a graph matching over partially-overlapping graphs.

2.6 Conclusion

Algorithm 1 calculates a core matrix which is used in repeat-
edly. As explained in Remark 3 in Ding et al. (2018), the
time complexity of calculating W is of order O(n3ρ + n2),
where n and ρ represent the magnitude of the network sizes
and the upper bound on the connectivity probabilities in both
networks, respectively. The matrix W ∈ R

nA×nB is stored
once constructed, and the consequential storage cost is of
order n2. Algorithm 3 is the main algorithm proposed in this
paper. If we do not care about the order of the top d matches,
then the time complexity of Algorithm 3 is of order O(n2),
otherwise, O(n2 + nd log(d)), using Introselect algorithms.
Algorithms 4 and 5 are two refinement algorithms based on
Algorithm 3, both of which have the most time-consuming
step being the calculation of thematrixW . Therefore the time
complexity of these two algorithms are of order O(n3ρ+n2).

3 Simulation analysis

In this section, we conduct a thorough simulation analysis
on the numerical performances of the algorithms proposed
in Sect. 2. For notational simplicity, we refer toAlgorithms 2,
3, 4 and 5 asDP (degree profile), EE (edge exploited version),
EE-pre (edge exploited version with preprocessing, EE-) and
EE-post (edge exploited version with post processing, EE+),
respectively. We will see that our proposed methods can per-
form well in challenging situations for partially-overlapping
graphs and for stochastic block models. We have imple-
mented all themethods in the R (RCore Team 2020) package
GMPro (Hu et al. 2020).

3.1 Partially-overlapping correlated Erdos–Rényi
random graphs

In this subsection, we consider graph matching in patially-
overlapping correlated Erdős–Rényi random graphs.

The simulation settings involve the following param-
eters: (i) the network size n = 300, (ii) the connec-
tion probability q ∈ {0.10, 0.05}, and (iii) (ρ, s) ∈
{(1, 1), (0.95, 0.98), (0.9, 0.95)}, where ρ and s are the
correlation and overlapping parameters, respectively. Each
setting is repeated 50 times.

As for the tuning parameters used in the algorithms, we
let d ∈ {10, 30}, where d is the tuning parameter for the edge
exploited step in Algorithms 3, 4 and 5. The tuning param-
eters required in Algorithm 4 are generated automatically
based on the grid searchmethodwe introduced in Sect. 2.4.1.

The methods we adopt are DP, EE, EE-pre and EE-post.
The performances are evaluated by the recovery rate over all
nodes that have counterparts in the other graph. Note that we
allow for partially-overlapping graphs, hence not every single
node has a counterpart in the other graph, and the number of
these overlapping nodes is usually smaller than the number
of nodes in a single graph.

The results are collected in Fig. 5. Since our methods are
asymmetry for the two graphs, we present the recovery rates
for each graph separately. Despite the asymmetry, the differ-
ence between graphs are negligible.

The three parameter settings are in difficulty decreasing
order. In Setting 1, (ρ, s) = (0.9, 0.95), in terms of the recov-
ery rate, EE algorithms are the best. This is not a surprise,
since they are the only ones allowing formatchingonenode to
multiple nodes. Even so, the recovery rate is still below half.
In Setting 3, (ρ, s) = (1, 1), the two graphs are identical. All
algorithms behave well. In Setting 2, (ρ, s) = (0.95, 0.98),
we can see that EE-post dominantly outperformed all the
other methods, even though EE algorithms allow for multi-
ple matching while EE-post only for single matching.

Among all settings, EE-post with d = 30 is similar or
worse than the case d = 10. It suggests a small tuning param-
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Fig. 5 Simulation results in Sect. 3.1. All are the means and standard
errors. The parameter settings are: Set 1, (ρ, s) = (0.9, 0.95); Set 2,
(ρ, s) = (0.95, 0.98); Set 3, (ρ, s) = (1, 1). The methods are: DP,
Algorithm 2; EE10, Algorithm 3 with d = 10; EE30, Algorithm 3 with

d = 30; EE-10, Algorithm 4 with d = 10; EE-30, Algorithm 4 with
d = 30; EE+10, Algorithm 5 with d = 10; EE+30, Algorithm 5 with
d = 30

eter d for successful results. Besides the recovery rate, there
is also a convergence parameter FLAG for EE-post algo-
rithm. Interestingly, if we roughly regard the iterations with
∑

FLAGi > n/2 as iterations that EE-post succeeds, then
EE-post has recovery rate around 0.9 for all the successful
iterations, and approximately 0 for others. The convergence
indicator provides supporting information to decide whether
the matching is reliable or not.

The time cost is compared in Table 1. We only record EE
and EE-pre with the choice d = 10, since the time doesn’t
change when d = 30. Generally, the time cost for DP and EE
are very similar since the main cost is to calculateW . EE-pre
and EE-post is based on EE, so the time cost is larger. EE-pre
usually costs longer time than EE-post, since searching for
proper seeds is time-consuming.When the network becomes
denser, all the algorithms tend to spend longer time.

3.2 Correlated stochastic blockmodels

In this subsection, we consider graph matching in corre-
lated stochastic block models. Different from Sect. 3.1, we
only consider perfectly-overlapping graphs. In Sect. 2.5, we
have discussed that different theoretical limits for commu-

Table 1 The average time cost (in seconds) for algorithms

q Settings DP EE10 EE-10 EE+10 EE+30

q = 0.05 Set 1 39.34 39.32 47.58 41.31 41.29

Set 2 42.14 42.11 50.43 44.19 44.27

Set 3 44.17 44.14 52.98 46.36 46.40

q = 0.1 Set 1 43.42 43.50 52.11 46.33 46.43

Set 2 47.11 47.42 53.40 50.30 50.29

Set 3 49.49 49.56 44.05 52.58 52.72

The parameter settings are: Set 1, (ρ, s) = (0.9, 0.95); Set 2, (ρ, s) =
(0.95, 0.98); Set 3, (ρ, s) = (1, 1). The methods are: DP, Algorithm 2;
EE10, Algorithm 3 with d = 10; EE-10, Algorithm 4 with d = 10;
EE+10, Algorithm 5 with d = 10; EE+30, Algorithm 5 with d = 30

nity detection and graph matching may induce misclustered
nodes and hence partially-overlapping graphs to match.

The simulation settings involve the following parameters:
(i) the network size n = 1000, (ii) the number of com-
munities K = 2, (iii) the within communities probability
q ∈ {0.10, 0.05} and the between communities probability
q/2, and (iv) the probability of keeping an edge from the
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parent graph ρ ∈ {0.95, 0.93, 0.9}. Each setting is repeated
10 times.

As for the tuning parameters used in the algorithms, we
let d ∈ {10, 50}, where d is the tuning parameter for the edge
exploited step in Algorithms 3, 4 and 5. The tuning param-
eters required in Algorithm 4 are generated automatically
based on the grid searchmethodwe introduced in Sect. 2.4.1.

In this scenario, we compare results from six different
methods. (i) Algorithm 2, (ii) Algorithm 5, (iii) Algorithm 7
with Algorithm 2, (iv) Algorithm 7 with Algorithm 5, (v)
Algorithm 8 with Algorithm 2 and (vi) Algorithm 8 with
Algorithm 5. In Sect. 2.5 we have mentioned that the out-
put of Algorithms 7 and 8 are not necessarily unique. In
(iii) and (v), we choose the permutations of the communities
which return more matchings. In (iv) and (vi), we report the
ones with larger converging matchings. The measurements
we adopt here are similar to those in Sect. 3.1, except that in
this section, we do not report the results for graphs A and B
separately. Since we let s = 1 and the algorithms we eval-
uate only report at most one matching, the recovery results
for graphs A and B are identical (Fig. 6).

Setting 1 is the most difficult one. For this setting, EE-
post methods (Approaches (ii), (iv) and (vi)) can actually
achieve almost perfect recovery for relatively sparse graphs
(q = 0.05, right column panels). Another interesting thing to
notice in Setting 1 is that, EE-post with d = 10 can perform
better in the sparse graphs while EE-post with d = 50 per-
forms better in the dense graphs. It may indicate a choice of
small d for sparse graphs in practice. In Setting 3, all algo-
rithms perform well except (i) and (iii), both of which are
based on Algorithm 2.

In order to answer the question that if one should do
community detection before matching two stochastic block

models, we recall that algorithm (ii) is to directly match
stochastic block models, (iv) is to conduct EE-post on esti-
mated communities and (vi) is to conduct EE-post on the
estimated communities first and then the whole graph. The
comparable settings for this matter are Settings 1 and 2. We
can see that in the denser graphs (left column panel), con-
ducting EE-post on both the estimated communities and the
whole graph perform best. In the sparser graphs (right col-
umn panel), directly matching graphs perform best. This is to
some extent expected, since the success of community detec-
tion relies on more stringent density requirements than the
degree profile algorithms.

4 Real data

In this section, we conduct analysis on two real datasets and
focus on the performance of Algorithms 2, 3 and 5.

4.1 Coauthor dataset

In this section, we provide the details of the analysis we con-
ducted in Sect. 1.1, along withmore comprehensive analysis.

The coauthorship dataset in Ji and Jin (2016) includes the
co-authorship patterns between statisticians according to the
publications in the Annals of Statistics (AoS), Biometrika,
Journal of American Statistician Association (JASA) and
Journal of Royal Statistical Society, Series B (JRSSB), dur-
ing the period Years 2003-2012.

Consider the same set of statisticians who published
papers in the above mentioned four journals. Choose any
three distinct journals A, B andC , and consider two networks
G(A, B) formed by A∪ B and G(A,C) formed by A∪C . In

Fig. 6 Simulation results in Sect. 3.2. All are the means and standard
errors. The parameter settings are: Set 1, ρ = 0.9; Set 2, ρ = 0.93; Set
3, ρ = 0.95. The methods are: (i), Algorithm 2; (ii)-10, Algorithm 5
with d = 10; (ii)-50, Algorithm 5 with d = 50; (iii), Algorithm 7

with Algorithm 2; (iv)-10 Algorithm 7 with Algorithm 5, d = 10;
(iv)-50 Algorithm 7 with Algorithm 5, d = 50; (v), Algorithm 8 with
Algorithm 2; (vi)-10, Algorithm 8 with Algorithm 5, d = 10; (vi)-50,
Algorithm 8 with Algorithm 5, d = 50
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G(A, B) (orG(A,C)), each node is an author who published
papers in the journals A and/or B (or A and/or C), and an
edge between nodes i and j indicate i and j coauthored one
paper in A and/or B (or A and/or C). We only consider the
authors that appear in both G(A, B) and G(A,C). Since one
author tends to collaborate with the same set of colleagues
but may publish papers in different journals, the edges in
G(A, B) and G(A,C) are similar but not identical.

Recall the notation we use in Sect. 1.1. For any choices
of the journals A, B and C , the two networks G(A, B) and
G(A,C) contain isolated nodes and pairs, which provide
little information for graph matching. Hence, we extract
the giant components of these two networks respectively,
denoted as G̃(A, B) and G̃(A,C). They are the final net-
works we work on. The extraction causes different sizes for
G̃(A, B) and G̃(A,C), and provides partially-overlapping
networks where methods in Ding et al. (2018) can not work.

As for EE and EE-post, we let d = 5 and nrep = 50. In
EE-post, we let τ = 5. It means we consider a matching as
“converged matching” when the matching stays the same for
at least last 5 iterations. We introduce this new notion in the
real data analysis, since our methods perform well without
this additional criteria in the simulated data.

The detailed network sizes exhibited in Table 2. Note that,
no matter which combination of journals is considered, the
corresponding pairs of networks are partially overlapping. In
fact, the sizes of overlapped nodes are much smaller than that
of networks.

In Fig. 7, we depict the recovery rates over five different
metrics. DP(all) is the recovery rate of Algorithm 2 over all
nodes, and it is smaller than DP(mat), which is the recov-
ery rate of Algorithm 2 over all matched nodes. Apparently,
DP(mat) is alway larger thanDP(all), so inFig. 7,we stack the
differences between these two on top of DP(all). The larger

the differences are, the smaller the matched nodes ratios are.
As for Algorithm 5, we also consider twometrics, EE+(all) –
the recovery rate in terms of all nodes, and EE+(conv) – the
recovery rate in terms of converged nodes. In Fig. 7, we also
stack the difference between EE+(conv) and EE+(all) on top
of EE+(all).

A fair comparison is to compare EE+(conv)withDP(mat),
and to compare EE+(all) with DP(all). As we can see, EE-
post consistently and substantially outperform DP in all
aspects. In particular, EE+(conv) shows an evenmore promi-
nent improvement, which suggests that, for real data where
the underlying truth is unknown and thematching accuracy is
of concern, we can use the converged matchings of EE-post
as a reliable matching.

To providemore insights of EE-postmethods, we examine
three specific authors in the coauthor dataset. We use the
dataset AoS ∪ Biometrika and AoS ∪ JASA for illustration.

– Converged and correctly matched. An example of this
category is Author 60. It has in total three coauthors in
the dataset concerned, and all these three coauthors occur
in the AoS. This suggests that Author 60 has the same
size of neighbourhood in AoS ∪ Biometrika and AoS ∪
JASA. In addition, at least one of these three neighbours is
correctly matched. These two facts provide ample infor-
mation for graph matching, and result in Author 60 being
a converged node in EE-post algorithm and is correctly
matched.

– Converged but wrongly matched. An example of this cat-
egory is Author 222. It has zero coauthor in AoS, four
in JASA and four in Biometrika. The intersection of it’s
JASA and Biometrika collaborators sets is of size three.
In terms of graph matching Author 222, the interference
signal comes from Author 655, who share two coauthors

Table 2 Dataset sizes of those
studied in Sect. 4.1

Data A B vs C Size
G̃(A, B) G̃(A,C) Overlap

AoS Biometrika vs JASA 682 658 593

JRSSB vs JASA 507 687 469

Biometrika vs JRSSB 610 458 451

JASA AoS vs JRSSB 1010 984 870

AoS vs Biometrika 1004 1023 890

JRSSB vs Biometrika 984 1016 877

JRSSB JASA vs Biometrika 419 386 323

AoS vs Biometrika 258 351 232

AoS vs JASA 272 369 222

Biometrika JASA & JRSSB 589 543 499

JASA vs AoS 569 512 416

JRSSB vs AoS 518 474 401

Size A∪ B: the size of the giant component in processed A∪ B; Size A∪C : the size of the giant component
in processed A ∪ C ; size overlap: the number of overlapping nodes of the two networks
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Fig. 7 Results in Sect. 4.1. Each panel corresponds a different Journal
A, as indicated at the top-left corner of the panel. Every three consecu-
tive bars in a panel correspond to a different choice of Journals B andC ,
as indicated at the top of the bars. The metrics are: DP(mat), the recov-
ery rate of Algorithm 2 over all matched pairs; DP(all), the recovery

rate of Algorithm 2 over all nodes; EE, the recovery rate of Algorithm 3
in terms of all nodes; EE+(all), the recovery rate of Algorithm 5 over all
nodes; EE+(conv), the recovery rate of Algorithm 5 over all converged
pairs

with Author 222 and who is wrongly matched to Author
222. A relatively large number of coauthors leads to the
convergence, while the interference signal results in a
wrong match.

– Correctly matched but not converged. An example of this
category is Author 115. Note that Author 115 has five
coauthors in the dataset concerned, but only one of these
five neighbours is correctly matched. This causes that in
the iterations, the matching of Author 115 is not stable,
but one possible matching is correct due to the relatively
large number of neighbours. This example also sheds
light on the rationale of adopting EE with d > 1, when
one can afford a multiple matching storage.

4.2 Zebrafish dataset

In this section, we analyse a zebrafish neuronal activity
dataset. This dataset is originally acquired and processed in
Prevedel et al. (2014) and is a time series of whole-brain
zebrafish neuronal activity.We follow the preprocessing rou-
tine conducted in Lyzinski et al. (2017) and subtract a slice of
neuronal activity network which is in fact the sample corre-
lationmatrix in a small window of time. This can be regarded

as the adjacency matrix of a weighted undirected network,
with 5105 nodes. The further analysis conducted in this sec-
tion is based on thresholding the entries of this correlation
matrix R to provide adjacency matrices in {0, 1}5105×5105.

We conduct two sets of simulation based on this dataset.
One is to match graphs generated from two different thresh-
olds and the other is based on the same thresholds. To
be specific, in the different thresholds setting, we first use
threshold t1 ∈ {0.5, 0.6, 0.7} to produce a matrix A1 ∈
{0, 1}5105×5105, by letting (A1)i j = 1{Ri j ≥ t1}, and use
t2 = t1 + 0.1 to produce B1 ∈ {0, 1}5105×5105. For each
of A1 and B1, we then subtract the leading principal sub-
matrix A2, B2 ∈ {0, 1}m×m , m ∈ {100, 300, 1000}. Finally,
for each node in A2(B2), we independently keep it with prob-
ability s ∈ {0.95, 0.97} to produce A3(B3), and output A(B)
by deleting isolated nodes. When matching A and B, we
also randomly permute the nodes in B to increase difficulty.
In the same threshold setting, we let A1 = B1 using the
same threshold t ∈ {0.5, 0.6, 0.7}, and follow the rest of the
procedures as those in the different threshold scenarios. It is
worthmentioning that, in the different threshold scenario, the
higher threshold graph is a sub-graph of the lower threshold
graph; in the same threshold scenario, we have that ρ = 1.
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Fig. 8 Results in Sect. 4.2, different thresholds scenarios. Each bar
indicates the mean and standard error of a certain metric. The size m
and the correlation parameter ρ are indicated in each panel. In each
panel, every three consecutive bars represent metric values for a thresh-
old value, indicated at the top. The metrics are: DP(mat), the recovery

rate of Algorithm 2 over all matched pairs; DP(all), the recovery rate
of Algorithm 2 over all nodes; EE, the recovery rate of Algorithm 3 in
terms of all nodes; EE+(all), the recovery rate of Algorithm 5 over all
nodes; EE+(conv), the recovery rate of Algorithm 5 over all converged
pairs

Each combination of the parameters mentioned above is
repeated 10 times. In particular, in the same threshold set-
ting, the repetitions are conducted by permuting the nodes
10 times.

The numerical results are depicted in Figures 8 and 9,
for the different and same thresholds settings, respectively.
As for Algorithm 2, we calculate the recovery rates over
all nodes, DP(all) and matched nodes, DP(mat), separately.
Since DP(mat) is always larger than DP(all), we stack the
difference between these two rates on top of theDP(all) in the
figures. As for Algorithm 5, we calculate the recovery rates
over all nodes, EE+(all) and converged nodes, EE+(conv),

separately. For the same reasons as stated for Algorithm 2,
we stack the two bars in one in each panel in the figures.

Generally speaking, as the thresholds increase, all the per-
formances deteriorate, since the networks become sparser
and the matching problems become harder. The two sce-
narios, different and same thresholds, show very similar
information, and in most of cases, all methods perform
slightly better in the same threshold scenario. It is interesting
to see that EE has almost full recovery in most settings, even
though this is based on real datasets. Since the convergence
rates of EE-post are high across all settings, the recovery rates
of EE-post in two different metrics are comparable. Overall,
EE and EE-post outperform DP. We would like to point out,
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Fig. 9 Results in Sect. 4.2, same thresholds scenarios. Each bar indi-
cates the mean and standard error of a certain metric. The size m and
the correlation parameter ρ are indicated in each panel. In each panel,
every three consecutive bars represent metric values for a threshold
value, indicated at the top. The metrics are: DP(mat), the recovery rate

of Algorithm 2 over all matched pairs; DP(all), the recovery rate of
Algorithm 2 over all nodes; EE, the recovery rate of Algorithm 3 in
terms of all nodes; EE+(all), the recovery rate of Algorithm 5 over all
nodes; EE+(conv), the recovery rate of Algorithm 5 over all converged
pairs

as the network size increases, EE and EE-post improve their
performances, while DP deteriorates. This further suggests
that in reality, EE-type methods are preferable over the orig-
inal DP algorithm.

5 Discussions

In this paper,we investigated the extensions of the degree pro-
file graph matching in perfectly-overlapping Erdős–Rényi
randomgraphs. The extensions include partially-overlapping
graphsmatching and stochastic blockmodel graphmatching.
We proposed the edge exploited graph matching algorithm

and its variants, and conducted thorough numerical experi-
ments to evaluate their performances.

It would be interesting to investigate the precision-recall
tradeoff phenomenon in graphmatching problems. However,
in this paper, sincewe allow for partially-overlapping graphs,
i.e. not all nodes have counterparts in the other graph, and
sincewe includemethods such asAlgorithm3 allowing for 1-
to-d matching, it is rather complicated to define precision and
recall reasonably, while showing some interesting precision-
recall tradeoff patterns.

In this paper we focused on simple graphs, i.e. there are no
multiple edges between any give pair of nodes. The extension
to multiple edge networks is straightforward, since all our
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current methods are based on counting the edges. Other pos-
sible extensions include graph matching on directed graphs
and the theoretical guarantees associated.Wewill leave these
for future work.
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